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GUARDIAN
Personal Safety Option

Picture of the Week

Travel to the Black Belt of Alabama in search of fossils from the Dinosaur Age on the Sharks Tooth Creek Trip. Come prepared to get wet and collect shark teeth and other 80 million year old marine fossils from stream gravel deposits. Age 8 and up. Date: Saturday, August 02, 2014 | Time: 08:00 AM - 04:00 PM | Location: Smith Hall

Events Calendar

Tuesday, August 12, 2014
- International Graduate Student Check-in & Orientation full story
- New Staff Benefits Orientation full story
- CPT/ OPT Processing full story
- Parallel Visions: William J. Anderson and P.H. Polk Photographs from UA’s Paul R. Jones Collection full story
- PCard Policies & Procedures full story
- PCard Works Training full story
- How to Submit an IRB HSP full story
- GLIMPSES OF THE GREAT WAR Abroad and at Home full story

Wednesday, August 13, 2014
- International Undergraduate Student Check-in & Orientation full story
- New Management Orientation full story
- CPT/ OPT Processing full story
- Parallel Visions: William J. Anderson and P.H. Polk Photographs from UA’s Paul R. Jones Collection full story
- Self-Service Banner Training for Faculty and Advisors full story
- Artistic Expressions full story
- How to Submit an IACUC Protocol full story
- New Faculty Benefits Orientation full story
- Procure to Pay full story
- Jefferson County Alumni Association full story
- GLIMPSES OF THE GREAT WAR Abroad and at Home full story

Thursday, August 14, 2014
- Internet Native Banner (INB) Training for Banner Student full story
- Parallel Visions: William J. Anderson and P.H. Polk Photographs from UA’s Paul R. Jones Collection full story
- Homegrown Alabama Farmers’ Market full story
- Jackson County Bama Club full story
- Tuscaloosa County Alumni Chapter full story
- GLIMPSES OF THE GREAT WAR Abroad and at Home full story